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One of the Crafts!

10 DIFFERENT
 Crafts that can be

used with ANY
Bible Verse



You Will Get:
10 DIFFERENT Bible Memory Verse
crafts your kids will love!

These crafts can be used with ANY Bible
verse your kids are memorizing!

The ability to print and use the crafts
over and over again for years to come!

The ability to print as many copies as
desired for your family or local church.



Imagine having 10 different Bible Memory Verse Crafts
ready to go! No more trying to figure out a last-minute

craft for Sunday School or Bible club!



These prints are great as
you can use them with

any Bible verse. I've been
using them over the last

few weeks at our
children's club and the
kids have loved them. 

-Mark



Memorizing and studying the
verses of the Bible is hard

enough for adults - can you
imagine for children? This is
an excellent way for them to

have fun and to learn the
scriptures. I shared this with
the Sunday school teachers
and they love it, thank you.

-Esther



Giving to Visiting Families

Making Available on a Church Messy Table

Making in Sunday School

Using as a family

Verse Crafts Are Great For:

Using in a Christian School Classroom

Helping Bible Club Kids Memorize Verses



Still not sure if the Bible Memory
Crafts Set 2 is perfect for your kids?

Print a preview copy and see for
yourself!

 
Download, then print the pages

below.

Print a Preview Copy for FREE!



Difficulty Level:
Kids will need to be able to use scissors, follow 
basic folding instructions, and use glue.

Materials Needed:

Before Copying: Write the Bible verse in the stars, dividing the verse between the
four blank stars. Write the reference in the frame the boy figure is holding. If your
kids are older, have them write the verse themselves on their own copies.

Instructions: Have kids color the stars, if desired. 

Cut the stars out along the solid exterior lines. Fold each star 
in half vertically, as shown at right.

Take the star with the first words of the verse. Glue or tape
the right back half of the star to the left back half of the star
with the next words of the verse. Then, glue or tape the right back half of the second
star to the left back half of the third star. Repeat, ending with the reference star.
Finally glue or tape the right back half of the reference star to the left back half of
the first star to complete the star.

Additional Idea: Have each student in a classroom make one star. Then, tape the
stars to a long piece of string or ribbon to make a class garland.

3-D Bible Verse Star
RRR

One copy of the star page for each child
Scissors 
Crayons or markers
Glue or Tape
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